Cloud security
deserves better
Who says cloud security needs to be tedious and complicated?
Orca Security provides instant-on coverage for AWS, Azure,
and Google Cloud — without the blind spots, organizational
friction, and high TCO of agents. Alert fatigue? Problem solved.
Orca effectively prioritizes alerts by seeing your cloud assets in
context, allowing you to focus on the 1% of truly critical issues.

WHY ORCA SECURIT Y?

Cloud security and compliance simplified
Choosing Orca for your public cloud security and compliance solution is a no-brainer. Here are seven reasons why:

Agentless

Deploy once - secure forever

Orca eliminates the gaps in coverage,

Orca automatically detects and monitors

organizational friction, performance hits, and

new cloud assets as you add them,

high operational costs of agent-based solutions.

without requiring any manual updates.

100% coverage and visibility

Detect risks missed by other solutions

Orca provides full-stack visibility and covers

Unlike other solutions, Orca leverages

all your cloud assets within minutes,

context-aware intelligence to recognize when

including VMs, containers, and serverless,

seemingly unrelated issues can be combined

as well as cloud infrastructure resources.

to create dangerous attack paths.

Effective alert prioritization

Multi-cloud support

Orca’s context-aware engine prioritizes

Orca is an enterprise-scalable platform

the 1% of alerts that truly matter and

that can secure large multi-cloud estates

need immediate attention.

efficiently and with low-overhead.

Multiple tools in a single platform
As a CNAPP, Orca includes the core capabilities
of CSPM and CWPP solutions, including
vulnerability management and compliance
management, in a single platform.

Cloud Security Risk Assessment
Put your cloud security to the test.
Register now
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WHAT PROBLEMS DOES ORCA SOLVE?

Say goodbye to your cloud security problems

Helpful Resources

Cumbersome deployment: Installing and maintaining agents on every
cloud workload results in performance degradation, organizational friction,
and extremely high TCO.
Coverage gaps: Partial deployment of agents causes serious blind spots.
On average, we found that less than 50% of assets are covered by agent-

Orca Security Platform Overview

based solutions.
Performance degradation: Cloud security solutions based on agents
have a significant impact on application performance and system resources.
Organizational friction: If security does not integrate effortlessly with
development and workflows, mismatches of priorities and confusion
about team responsibilities will inevitably cause organizational friction.
Alert fatigue: Security teams waste valuable time manually sifting through
high volume, low-risk alert data which lack prioritization and actionable
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details, resulting in alert fatigue and missed critical issues.
Multiple disparate tools: With no single pane of glass, overworked security
teams face the complexity and heavy administrative burden of managing
multiple siloed tools.

Orca saves you time and money
Wait, there’s more: Orca boosts your bottom line by providing efficient
as well as effective cloud security and compliance.

Hard cost savings:

Soft cost savings:

Eliminate countless IT hours: Orca eliminates

Avoid disastrous data breaches: Orca helps your team

countless IT hours spent installing, configuring,

avoid potentially disastrous data breaches by automatically

and maintaining agents, sifting through thousands

alerting to the most critical security issues, including

of low risk alerts, and correlating data from multiple

dangerous attack combinations not detected by traditional

cloud security and alert tools.

solutions.

Reduce software costs: By consolidating multiple

Focus on high value activities: By freeing up time spent on

tools such as CSPM and CWPP in one platform, Orca

installing agents and sifting through low risk alerts, security

reduces your software and SaaS licensing costs.

teams can focus their efforts on higher value activities and
reduce team burnout and turnover.
Avoid compliance fees: Orca helps avoid costly compliance
fines and time spent on compliance audits by providing
‘auditor’ ready reports and proof of compliance.
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Analyst Recognition

“Orca’s combination of SaaS

“The benefit [of Orca

Orca Security is recognized

delivery, SideScanning

Security] is a platform that

as a Gartner 2021 Cool Vendor.

technology, and access to

detects, contextualizes, and

cloud configuration APIs

prioritizes cyber risk in any

provides security visibility

cloud environment, at both

and context into different

the workload and control

aspects of cloud security

plane level, yet doesn’t

with less friction than agent-

impact performance in the

based approaches.”

customer environment.”

Fernando Montenegro
Principal Analyst, Information Security
451 Research

Dr. Edward Amoroso
Chief Executive Officer
TAG Cyber

Gartner lists Orca Security
as a CNAPP in the report
‘Innovation Insight for CloudNative Application Protection
Platforms’.

Now understand why all these
enterprises choose Orca?
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